Abstract. Nowadays, 3D finite simulation are widely used in industrial process of manufacturing. Roll forming is a significant forming method in modern industry manufacturing. The numerical results of longitudinal strains and displacement are developed in this simulation. Through the study in this paper, the bending phenomenon is observed. The simulation was elaborated by the finite software ABAQUS using the explicit, dynamic solutions. According to finite element analysis results, the bending occurs after roll forming. Therefore, we can make comparison of the springback and forming force under different temperature from the finite element analysis. A flexible roll forming setup was developed [1] . The finite element analysis simulation results are compared with the experimental data from the flexible roll forming setup. Results show a good agreement and confirm the finite element analysis. [2] 
Introduction
Roll forming is a kind of long sheet forming process with low cost in modern industry. In this process, an originally plane sheet is transformed into a desired profile without a considerable change of sheet thickness through the action of a series of pairs of forming rolls. The roll forming process is operated between roll forming multi-stages continuously. And roll forming a profile is formed in several forming steps from an unreformed strip to a finished profile. The scientific design of passes is worked out by combining the theoretical analysis with the finite element analysis in accordance with the principles of cold roll-forming, thus the desirable high-quality bending sections achieved through the combination of the theory with practice.
Flexible roll forming is one of the complexes forming process which quality of products is highly depending on the process parameters. The bending angle in each station, the flange width, the web width, the thickness, the distance between the rolls ,the speed of the roll and the friction between the rolls and sheet. All those parameters have a certain effect on the roll forming quality. For decades, the longitudinal strain distribution of the roll forming has been a very important parameter [3] .The roll forming machine is shown in the Figure 1 . In this study, flexible roll forming bending process with 3 stages is designed to predict the bending process and the sheet mechanical behavior after deformation. The effect of the thermal in the roll forming process has been analyzed and competitions of the two kind of deformation have been made in the paper. The internal energy and the kinetic energy have been analyzed too.
Modeling the Roll Forming Simulation

U-profile of the Roll Forming Process
The roll forming process consists of 3 stations. The angle of each station is 15°, 30° and 45°. The thickness of the sheet is 2mm and the width of the sheet is 215mm.The curve edge of the sheet is a part of a circle with radius 3000mm.The sheets used in the roll forming experiments were AZ31 magnesium. The density of the magnesium is 1.77g/cm -3 [4] . In these cold forming processes, the deformed sheet progressively passes through a series of rolls. The sheet moves from the left side to the right side, through the rollers in turns. Because of the curve edge of the sheet, the rolls need to move along the edge. And there are many assumptions have been making with the ABAQUS finite software.
The mechanical behavior of the sheet material in this process is the Swify's isotropic strain hardening law as also used in Hesislitz et al. (1996) [5] . The hardening law can be expressed with Eq.(1).
Here the σ stands for the flow stress and ε stands for the plastic strain. The K stands for the hardening coefficient and here is 617.2MPa .For the offset strain ε 0 = 0.001292 and n is the hardening exponent at the reference strain rate(0.143). The Young's modulus and the Poisson's ratio are respectively E = 44.8 GPa and = 0.35 [6] . This corresponds to an initial yield stress of 149MPa and a maximum elastic strain; i.e. before entering the plastic domain of about 0.11%.
Sheet Thermal Process
As observed in the Figure 2 , the region in red color has been applying the thermal condition which the temperature is 473.16 K. For other region, the temperature is 293.16 K. We assumed that there is no any other kind of heat transfer in this simulation process and the friction also as same as the cold roll forming process. Every other condition in the roll forming process is not considered. 
Numerical Simulation and Result
The simulations were calculation and the results as we observed in the figures 3 and Figure 4 . As we can observe in the figure 3 that the maximum Mise strain under cold roll forming is 32.1Mpa at the middle of the sheet in bending region. As to the hot roll forming process in Figure 4 , the maximum Mise strain is 790.06Mpa. The minimum value of both hot roll forming and cold roll forming are on the symmetry line of the sheet. The minimums stress of the hot roll forming is 0.43Mpa and for the cold roll forming is 0.31Mpa. Longitudinal strain in the sheet roll forming process is one of the most important parameters which its variation can indicate occurrence probability of some defects such as wrinkling and necking. The developments of the longitudinal strains were measured along a path 20mm away from the strip edge. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the comparisons of the logarithmic strain. For the strain in hot roll forming, the strain at first rapid decrease and the reach a peak at the third station. Afterwards, the strain cut down. For the cold roll forming, the strain raises slowly at the first, at the third the station, the strain come to a peak and the decrease. Let us consider about the kinetic energy of the whole model and the internal energy of the whole model. As observed in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , the kinetic energy of the cold roll forming process is very small until the last station. The kinetic energy rapid go up. For the hot roll forming, the kinetic energy in rise up slowly at the second station and then come to a peak at the third station.
For the internal energy in the Figure 8 and Figure 9 , which have shown that the two processes have almost same change with the roll stations. Both of the internal energy in the process increase with the stations and come to a peak at the last station. The only difference between them is that the internal energy in the hot roll forming is as two times bigger than the energy in the cold roll forming process. It is because the thermal energy is included in the internal energy. Kinetic energy in deformation must be a small fraction(less than 1%) of the internal energy through all but the very beginning of the analysis. Both for the kinetic energy and internal energy are almost zero in the first second are because that there are no contact at the first second of the roll forming process. At this stage, the rolls are approaching to the sheet and there is no contact between them.
Conclusion
The study in this paper have confirms the difference of roll forming with thermal condition and cold roll forming process with the finite element simulation. Useful information such as stress, strain and energy of the roll forming process has been studied. So the following results have been obtained.
(1) The internal energy of the hot roll forming and cold roll forming are compared in this paper. The internal energy increase with the roll forming process both in the cold roll forming and hot roll forming. As to the thermal energy in the hot roll forming process, the internal energy in the hot roll forming process is much more than the energy in the cold roll forming process.
(2) The important parameters of roll forming process have been effectively analyzed through the rigid plastic finite element method. The maximum Mise strain in the roll forming with thermal is much smaller than in the cold roll forming. But the distribution of the Mise strain is all most with same tendency.
(3) The cold roll forming and hot roll forming have been compared in this paper and the differences have been analyzed.
